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F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

Introduction

Here we are at the last issue of Volume One� It has been a 
great ride so far, but how startling--yet thrilling--to mark 
a year of Chestnut Review� Consider this month’s work: 
Michael Steffen captures the beauty of not knowing in 
“Before Smartphones�” Leland Seese describes the poi-
gnancy of a young girl’s imagination in “What Is Swept 
Away�” Katherine Hoerth shows the unintended virtue 
of misfortune in “Resurrection, Easter Morning�” Laura 
Perkins paints a picture of friendship in “Howl�” Alan 
Feldman reflects on transience in “April Snowfall�” Brit-
tany Mishra imagines the possibilities of environment in 
“Portrait in Gray�” Lois Marie Harrod ponders the mean-
ing of a not-so-simple word in “What’s Token�” Alex 
Luft examines language and life in “Terra Nulliparous�” 
Zebulon Huset returns home, questioning, in his “In the 
dim garage I drunkenly pry again about the motivation 
behind his swastika tattoos�”

We are pleased to feature art by Michael Thompson 
(“Skate Papers”) and Fabrice Poussin (“Learning”); our 
beautiful cover (“Naiad”) is by Anni Wilson.

Until summer, then� Keep creating, and being stubborn 
about it all�

James Rawlings
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M I C H A E L  S T E F F E N

Before Smartphones

How long had you obsessed over the name of that band 
that sang that song, Stuck in the Middle With You?  
Religiously, you listened to WYSL’s Top 40, 
but the answer never came�  Of course, you asked 
your friends� Was it Ambrosia, King Harvest, 
Mott the Hoople, Looking Glass? No one knew 
for sure, but that was ok�  Someday, 
someone somewhere was bound to get it right� 
You were just happy to be with your pals at Whitey’s, 
singing, getting wasted, talking drunken nonsense 
about other times you got wasted 
and all the random things you ever peed on—
police cars, garden gnomes, a piece of the 
Berlin Wall in Vegas—anything, everything, 
a whirling, tumbling gamble of language—Dude, 
I can’t believe you listen to Ambrosia�  No one cared 
if anything anyone said was correct�  Point is, 
you were together, swapping stories, memories, 
arguing for hours, happily glossing over facts, 
being vague� Conversation flowed freely back then�  
If you wanted an opinion, you asked for it�  
If you shouted your question to the air 
after chasing four shots of Jäger 
with a pitcher of Pabst while Honky Tonk Women 

thumped from the jukebox, and some tanned, 
bluesy beauty in tight jeans, tube top, tennis shoes, 
reminding you of Mary Stuart Masterson 
in Some Kind of Wonderful, separated herself 
from her friends at the end of the bar, wandered over 
to where you wobbled, back and forth, and whispered, 
on tip-toe, into your ear—Stealers Wheel—you married 
her�
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L E L A N D  S E E S E

What Is Swept Away

I make coffee� She watches Little Mermaid�
No one else is up at ten-to-six� It’s low tide now
I say� Let’s go to the beach and look
for last night’s treasure�

Pacific Ocean waves chant like monks at dawn, 
Let there…be light� Fog and sunrise� 
Tops of fir trees ranged like guardians
beyond the shrouded beachfront town
still sleeping�

Yesterday has been erased� The drama
will start over without fail, seagulls
hovered overhead, all-ages volleyball, 
sand castles, salt-water taffy, lemonade�

She came to us two months ago, age 12,
a foster child — arrest of mother’s boyfriend,
cell phone, pc hard drive seized� 

This will be her first day 
standing at the cusp of the wide open 
ocean, something like a future�

I wonder if the people standing on this beach
500 years ago I say to her saw exactly
what we’re seeing now� She’s silent
longer than I think a 12-year-old can be� 

She turns away and toes a clamshell 
peeking out from gray-brown sodden sand�
She says I never wonder anything�
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that’s always on the fritz� The clock ticks on�
Now, we’re missing it, I’m sure� The choir
must be belting out a halleluiah,
as the grackles all around us squawk�
Hipster Jesus rises from the tomb,
guitar in hand� I fiddle with the sparkplugs 
praying beneath my tongue that this will work� 
The preacher stands before the congregation,
minus us, declares the miracle
of resurrection once again, and though 
I’m far away, I feel a certain stirring
in the heart� The car begins to cough
before the weary engine roars to life�

My husband laughs and takes me in his arms�
I wipe my grease-stained hands against his shirt
that mark it like stigmata of our morning,
breathe in the scent of him, his best cologne
mixed with sweat and gasoline and joy�
He says, fuck church� It’s crowded anyway
on Easter� Let’s get ice cream, love, instead�

K AT H E R I N E  H O E R T H

Resurrection, Easter 
Morning

It’s Easter morning and the car won’t start�
I’m witnessing this hopeless scene as April’s
wind gusts bring my sable dress to life�
I’m the stubborn bud that doesn’t open
as the miracle of spring sweeps over—
miles away at church as Jesus rises
from the dead, again� I sigh, resigned,
imagining the service now beginning
as it plays out in my wistful mind� 
The plate gets sent around� My husband cusses,
rolls the sleeves up of his last good shirt,
leans beneath the hood and settles in
for an afternoon of finding out
what the hell went wrong with this, our bucket
of rust and sin� Together, we can fix
anything, he thinks� He’s full of faith�
I’m full of doubt� He asks for tools, a wrench,
a ratchet, and a hammer that he’ll use
for smashing our frustration into pieces�
I know the drill, this common ritual;
we’ve grown accustomed to it with a car 
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M I C H A E L  T H O M S O N

Skate Papers

Michael Thompson, “Skate Papers” 
Collage, 2019
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to you when I’m feeling lonely�” She mimed swimming 
on her carpet, bellyfirst, wiggling close to my ankle� Her 
smile had gone soft� We had taken pills from Lola’s moth-
er’s medicine cabinet� We were always taking something, 
our days worthless if they couldn’t be stretched or colored 
with some new beautiful thing to swallow�

“Why would you feel lonely if we’re neighbors?”
“Because people are always lonely,” she said, which is 

how I knew the drugs were taking a turn� Times like that 
the best thing to do was to curl up behind her and wrap my 
arms tight, let my breathing flow into hers� We fell asleep 
like that most sleepover nights, woke with sore muscles 
from clinging to each other like shipwreck victims� 

We didn’t mean to leave the front door open� We didn’t 
see Marmalade dart out� We just wanted to feel the grass 
under our bare toes� It didn’t work� The part of Wyoming 
where we lived was always in the middle of a drought, the 
grass stripped yellow and lifeless� Neither of our families 
had the money or desire to keep up neat lawns� Beneath 
our feet the yard was hard dirt and prickling stickers� Si-
lent—even the bugs had moved on� We danced anyway� 
Lola and me, we’re good about making the best of things�

On the weekends we went out with whoever would take 
us� Boys liked Lola better because she was prettier in that 
way they prefer, thin-boned and pale, but I let them put 
their hands all over me, so we were rarely alone� Jesse was 
nineteen and lived down the block from us in the trailer 
at the end, the one with the cropped-ear pitbull, Meatball, 
always barking his head off in the yard� Lola sat up front 

L AU R A  P E R K I N S

Howl

The cat we killed on accident� We were high from huff-
ing spray paint out of a blue-splattered paper bag, my head 
scraped light and clean and floating somewhere to the left 
of me� Lola laughing, too loud—I slapped at her mouth, 
trying to create a seal� Smiley rose bitemarks ridged the 
skin along my fingers� I didn’t feel it—or I did but the pain 
was something I sorted and put away for later� I caressed 
her cheek with my spitty palm� You can’t tell me that any-
one ever loved like we loved each other�

Lola wasn’t her real name� She changed it from Lisa two 
years ago and we threatened anyone besides her parents 
who didn’t use it� We couldn’t do anything—we weren’t 
fighters—but we liked to pretend, curled up on the pale 
purple carpet in Lola’s bedroom� We flipped sticky maga-
zine pages, our fingers dark from the cheap ink, and talk-
ed about the ways we would hurt if we could� “I would 
stab their eyes,” Lola said� She was always about the eyes� 
I liked the idea of poison—a delicate slip of the wrist, no 
one knowing a thing�

We planned to get married to rich men and then mur-
der them and take their millions� Those were the kind of 
women we wanted to be� “And then we’ll move in togeth-
er,” I said, but Lola said no� “We’ll have matching mansions 
next door� And a pool that connects� Then I can swim over 
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with him and I sat in the back with his fat cousin, Robert, 
utterly silent, possibly stupid� Crushed beneath our feet 
were grease-spotty pizza boxes from the Dominos where 
Jesse worked weekday nights, though mostly he made his 
money selling weed he grew out of his closet� The weed 
was the main reason we liked him�

After an hour of driving around, the pot working in the 
back of my skull, I realized Robert had draped his thick 
arm around my shoulder� That’s usually how it was—
things were always in the middle of happening, their fin-
gers somewhere on me� I didn’t mind the weight� I always 
liked the feeling of being held down when I was high� I sat 
and met eyes with Lola in the rearview mirror and pre-
tended that I didn’t notice Robert’s fingers tapping along 
the exposed upper curve of my tit� You have to give some-
thing to get something, Lola says�

Jesse had a friend who had some mushrooms, or acid—
“Something real strong�” Of course we said yes� 
“You girls got to be careful�” Jesse held the cigarette in 
one hand, steering with his wrist� The other he draped 
over Lola’s bare thigh� “We’re okay, but you can’t trust 
everybody� You get fucked up on everything and some-
body’s going to take advantage of you�”

Boys were always telling on themselves� Lola goggled 
her eyes in the mirror� Her whites were blood-webbed, 
the pupils round black disks� My cheeks hurt from grin-
ning—we both were, we looked insane� “It’s okay,” Lola 
said� “We’re tough�”

Jesse laughed� He squeezed Lola’s thigh� His hand al-
most fit entirely around it� His fingers bit into her flesh 
but my girl didn’t wince, didn’t change her face at all� Rob-
ert’s fingers slipped down farther, running along the un-

derside of my bra lightly, pretending to ask permission� I 
wasn’t yet high enough that I didn’t care but I was getting 
there, my spine curved heavy against the seat�

“Real tough�”
“We are,” I said� “We’ve got super powers�”
Invisibility or future vision—that wasn’t for us� We 

wanted flash� We talked about laser eyes and super 
strength and poison saliva until Jesse got sick of it� “Shut 
the fuck up� Jesus� You girls are nuts�”

That’s always how it was—girls, the both of you� We 
were one thing, tied together—even our teachers thought 
so� Neither of us liked Jesse much but since Marmalade 
died, Lola’s mother was depressed and her father was in 
one of his dark moods, and I didn’t want to be home ei-
ther� My mom worked late hours at a retail call center and 
delivered papers in the early morning� She was gone when 
I woke up� When she was home she was a lump of pulled 
blankets, words scribbled on the fridge� There was a new 
boyfriend, Patrick, who collected samurai swords and old 
guns� Lately he was home even when my mom wasn’t, a 
pair of eyes watching from the couch, footsteps outside 
the bathroom door�

Lola and I talked about what we would do if he tried 
anything� “We’ll use his swords,” I said�

She agreed� “We’ll start with his ears first�” She mimed 
two sword strokes� “Snip, snip�”

Cheyenne’s streets died around ten, no cars or lights 
on anywhere� Sometimes Jesse or someone would drive 
us out to the railroads tracks near the east edge of town 
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wrong, other than to ourselves� We were all talk, but it 
was a thing we loved, the imagining—us as women with 
white coats and hoods fringed with fur, spiked nails paint-
ed red, cigarettes that we got other people to light for us� 
We were not college-bound� We knew the kind of lives we 
had ahead, the kind of lives all the girls in our neighbor-
hood had—early pregnancies and diapers to change and 
boyfriends who beat us� Dull jobs scanning items at the 
checkout counter, a boss who liked to sniff our hair�

When Jesse and Robert got back, Lola crawled into the 
front again� It was part of the deal� I was so high that Rob-
ert had to shove me before I remembered to move over� 
Lola reached for the plastic baggy in Jesse’s hand� He jerk-
ed it away� “Not here, for fuck’s sake�”

I leaned forward� “Come on� Please?” I batted my eye-
lashes, widening them, tilting my head, pouting� Some-
times I could put on an act, I could be funny� Sober and 
I was shy, I only spoke to Lola, but lit up with something 
and I didn’t care what anyone thought�

Jesse allowed himself to grin, a little� Boys were easier 
if you could make them laugh—they felt safer, they looked 
you in the eyes�

“Puh-please?” Lola and I pasted our cheeks together, 
smiling, acting it up� 

Jesse rolled his eyes� “Fine, fine, but just one�”
Our hands darted for the bag� Of course we took more 

than one—we were always clawing for more than our 
share� Jesse tore the bag away and we put the shrooms in 
our mouths, chewing quickly� They tasted like the dirty 
wet end of a mop� Robert gave me a drink of his Moun-
tain Dew to help get them down� His hand was around my 
waist now, I realized, palming the soft fat of my stomach� 

where there was hardly anything around� We wanted to 
do that tonight—to race around, arms out, heads tipped up 
towards the stars� “It will look so cool,” Lola said, though 
we didn’t know—we had never tried psychedelics� We’d 
taken things that made our muscles turn to soup, that 
made our hearts spasm, our stomachs cramp, that gave us 
nightmares—or worse, that did nothing� We wanted to see 
the stars fuzzed and colored strange� We were going to go 
where there was no backwash of light to block the sky� 
Last time we realized that you had to go farther than we 
thought to get away from all these people, to find a place 
open and empty of everything�

We waited in the car while Robert and Jesse went inside 
to get the stuff� We were on a side of town we hardly went 
to, north of the viaduct� Our street was all glass-bitten 
dirt and sloping trailer homes, but here everything was 
lush and green, the roads paved new� Lola crawled into 
the backseat with me and draped her legs over mine, our 
heads touching� Her thigh was already beginning to bruise 
where Jesse grabbed her� Lola had always bruised easily� 
My skin never showed a thing�

“Jesse’s an asshole,” she said�
“I know� We should rob him�”
“Maybe the drugs will make him sleepy� Then you can 

seduce Robert� When he’s out—bam!”
We always got so stupid on weed� We laughed quietly in 

the dark of the backseat� “No� I’ll just knock him out, too� 
Then we’ll steal their car and go to California�” We had 
never robbed anyone� We had never really done anything 
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“You did too much,” Jesse said, peering in the bag� Lola 
and I caught eyes again, our grins flinty�

“There’s enough left over,” I said, but really, who cared?

We held a funeral, just Lola and me� She couldn’t stand 
the sight of Marmalade’s body, what the car had done to 
him, so it was my job to put him in the box� We sealed it 
up with his favorite fluffed pink blanket� We walked far 
out into the fields surrounding our homes, the knee-high 
grass causing Lola’s allergies to act up, the tip of her nose 
glowing red, her sleeve snotty� We took turns holding up 
the barbed wire so the other could bellycrawl through to 
the other side� Above us the clouds were lazy and low-
dipped, no shapes in them that we could find� I nicked 
my shoulder and by the time we got to a place Lola decid-
ed was good enough, I’d bled through my shirt� We were 
wincing, ducked-head things—mole people brought out to 
light, pale and hungover� When I touched my fingers to 
the skin of my temples I could feel my pulse beating� 

We took turns digging the hole� The dry dirt was impos-
sible, hard-packed with rocks, boulders� “Good enough,” 
Lola decided when we’d dug barely a foot down� Her body 
was shaking, damp shadows under her armpits� The shov-
el had created and then torn open blisters on my palm 
and I had my hand in my mouth, sucking the rawest part� 
Marmalade’s shoebox didn’t quite fit, not straight� We 
placed him in and swept the dirt back over and pretended 
the jutting cardboard corner was another rock� We used 
the boulders we uncovered to weigh down the top� “That 
should keep the animals away,” I said, though I figured it 

probably wouldn’t, and I suspected then that we would 
never, ever come back out to this spot in case we found 
the earth opened, a scrap of blanket, a bone�

I waited for Lola to say some words� When we were 
kids, she found a baby bird that had fallen from its nest 
and we’d tried to raise it� Like we were kids in some Dis-
ney movie� It died overnight, of course� We buried it in 
her backyard� Lola wrote a poem which she buried with it� 
That was the way we were when we were alone together, 
the way Lola was unpeeled—soft, all the way down� But af-
ter a couple of minutes of staring, Lola said, “Let’s go back� 
It’s too fucking hot�” So we left�

We went to my house, locking the bedroom door against 
Patrick, and lay on my narrow bed� I couldn’t wait for her 
parents to get over Marmalade so we could go back to the 
way things were, back to Lola’s house where the curtains 
were drawn back to let in the light, where we didn’t have 
to creep, careful and soundless�

“Dad’s moving past it� He’s started talking about getting 
a dog� Now that’s Marmalade’s gone� He said we could get 
like a rottweiler or something�”

“What about your mom?”
“She’s still not talking to me,” Lola said� “But she’s al-

ways sad about something�”

We drove into nothing, the darkness feeding us a few 
feet of road at a time� Jesse’s headlights were dim, one 
flickering every time we hit a bump� I didn’t recognize 
anything around me, but there wasn’t anything to recog-
nize—nothing but fields around us, the darkness shape-
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less and unbroken� Jesse played harsh music turned low 
while he talked about his dog, Meatball, and the things he 
was training him to do� I sat in the back gulping big, wet 
breaths� When I got too high my lungs always forgot their 
purpose� Lola knew how to calm me down—her finger-
nails along the back of my neck, ticklish-light� Scratchy-
scratchy, we called it, but Jesse’s arm was draped across 
the front and she couldn’t get back to me�

Jesse’s knee kept us on a waving line on the road while 
he dug into his pocket for the plastic bag� He shook half 
the contents into his mouth and then passed it back to 
Robert, who unwound his hand from wherever it was on 
me to take some for himself�

There were videos online, Jesse said, of pitbulls bow-
legged and muscular� They leapt off walls� They dove 
through safety glass windows� If something was dangled 
in the air they would jump six feet to get it, to lock on, to 
shake until given the release word� The dogs ate nothing 
but raw hamburger and liver and slick white bones, still 
stringy with meat� They had no ears or tails� Their necks 
were spiked� Jesse and Robert were planning to take vid-
eos of Meatball as soon as they got a  proper camera� “You 
can make so much money off YouTube,” Jesse said� He was 
going to make his own dog food someday, his own chan-
nel� “Dogs like that, you can train them to do anything if 
you do it right�”

“Where are we going?” Lola asked� I wished Robert 
would get his arm off me so I could breathe better� I missed 
home—not my dead house or Lola’s, but the field around it 
where we wandered at night sometimes, too messed up on 
something to sleep but high enough not to feel afraid� We 
scratched our bare shins on weeds as we played explorers, 

we found garter snakes and wound them around our wrists 
like jewelry� We trilled our tongues to scare off any dart-
ing shapes and used the lights from our phones to guide us 
when we had gone too far� Someday we planned to disap-
pear forever out there� “We’ll become legends,” Lola said� 
I said, “We’ll eat bugs and learn to hunt with spears, and 
we’ll kill anyone who tries to find us�” Of course people 
would try� We dreamed of posters with our faces on them� 
We dreamed of being missed�

“It’s all about dominance,” Jesse was saying� “You have 
to let them know who’s boss� They’re like wolves—they  
need an alpha� When Meatball was a puppy, I would hold 
him down on his back whenever he was being a shit� I 
stared at his eyes� Dogs hate that, it freaks them out� He 
pissed himself� That’s what dogs do to show submission�”

When we were getting ready for tonight, Lola sprayed 
her pits with my mom’s perfume and then twirled in the 
mirror� Earlier Lola’s dad had come home and found the 
house a mess and her mom still in bed� He dragged her 
mom to the kitchen and made her watch while he pulled 
their cereal boxes down from the shelf one-by-one, car-
peting the floor with flakes� “I just want to have fun to-
night,” Lola said� She added some of my mom’s lipstick, a 
cheap, waxy red�

“You have to be tough or they won’t respect you� It’s 
kinder in the end—they love you afterwards,” Jesse said� 
“It’s like with kids� You don’t want them to turn out spoiled 
or soft�”

Lola’s fingers moved around and around her mouth, 
as if she had something in the corner that she was trying 
to wipe away� “I don’t think these mushrooms are doing 
shit�” And: “Where are we going?”
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was from Jesse’s car� Yellow-tinged headlights illuminated 
a riot of dust and papery moths�

He found a coarse burgundy blanket in his trunk and 
spread it out on the grass� Lola and I stretched across it, 
flattening the grass beneath with our bodies� We stared up 
at the sky and I waited for anything at all to happen� My 
high was changing, smoothing out� I felt tired and I didn’t 
want to, I wanted to run around, to stir up bugs� I wanted 
to have fun�

Jesse sat cross-legged at our feet, a cigarette jutting 
from the corner of his mouth� The glow from his phone lit 
up his face� Gnats, attracted to the light, swarmed his eyes 
and Jesse blew smoke through his teeth to scatter them� 
Insects flitted along my skin, tasting my sweat� Beside me, 
Lola was starting to shiver�

“Here, this is what I was talking about,” Jesse said� A 
video played on his phone� The sound of a dog barking�

Neither of us looked� I didn’t care about the videos and 
Lola was watching the sky, hands stretched towards it�

“Look,” Jesse said, but no one looked� 
“Where are we?” I asked�
Jesse grabbed Lola’s ankle and shook� “Hey� Fucking 

pay attention� I’m talking to you�”
Lola jerked out of his reach� She stood up and twirled 

in place, a wobbly ballerina� Jesse’s eyes glittered in the 
light from his phone, pupils wide and watchful� He inhaled 
deep and let the smoke stream from his nostrils� Patchy 
stubble grew from his jaw� He was good-looking, but we 
knew things about him, Lola and me: We heard about the 
girlfriend with the fucked-up eye, the little brother sent to 
live with an aunt, the firecrackers thrown at kids and cats� 
It was part of the reason Marmalade wasn’t allowed to be 

When we fought, Lola was all sharp-knuckled jabs and 
barred teeth� She tucked her elbows close to her body like 
a boxer, eyes squinting over the ridge of her fists� My body 
was solid, shorter� I threw myself around; I didn’t care how 
I landed� Unwilling to punch, I wrestled, pinning Lola to 
the ground while she scrabbled, jawing for my shoulder, 
my earlobe� It made us laugh, how bad we were at it� “Hit 
me,” I said, and when I was numb I let her without raising 
my hands� I didn’t flinch� Her knuckles a glancing brush 
along my cheeks� “Hold me� Grab me like you’re trying to 
kill me�” Lola would latch on from behind, her fingernails 
digging into my shoulders� A hug� We wanted to learn how 
to fight but it got us nowhere to practice on each other� 
Our hurts happened carelessly, on accident� We could 
never bring ourselves to aim and strike�

Jesse pulled off onto a narrow dirt road� He stopped 
in a field far from the highway� It was the kind of place 
where pieces of bodies turned up long after they were 
lost, scattered by coyotes and vultures� The wild yellow 
grass brushed our knees� The field was full of things that 
jumped, chirruped, a rattling somewhere� Robert wouldn’t 
move from the car, eyeing the ground for snakes� Lola and 
I linked arms and ran in circles, stretching our legs� I felt 
high but not any kind of special high like I was expect-
ing� Just stoned� The stars were out but we could hardly 
see them, navy clouds blocking their view� The only light 
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outside� That and the nearby road� Marmalade was too old; 
his eyesight was bad� He was too trusting� He would come 
if you called, tail high in the air, no matter who you were�

“How do you make money off of videos?” I asked� I 
didn’t like the way he was watching Lola, the fix of his 
stare, unblinking� 

“Ads� Clicks� The more you get, the more money you 
make� And then you develop products�”

Lola stumbled� She fell to her hands and knees, giggling� 
I got up to help her stand� She used her teeth to pluck the 
stickers from her palms� She spit them out but badly, a 
mess of wet glistening on her chin� Her lipstick was al-
most entirely rubbed away, an animal red flare around her 
mouth�

“I taught my cat to roll over� When I got home from 
school he would run to this spot on the carpet and show 
me his belly� I taught him to go the rest of the way with 
this toy ribbon he liked� Then he would do it whenever I 
asked—long as I had treats� He knew his worth�”

Jesse pinched off the lit end of his cigarette and tossed 
the filter away� He spit in the grass� His eyes were all pu-
pil—an insectile black�

I watched the far-off highway, or at least where I thought 
it was� I wanted to count the seconds between cars, or the 
minutes, but for as long as I watched there was no one�

“Can I be in your videos?”
“I’m not putting your cat in my videos�”
“My cat is dead,” Lola said� She lifted her arms and then 

dropped them� “We buried him and everything� I meant 
me�”

The ground felt soupy� I lifted my foot, one then the 
other, careful not to let my weight settle for too long� Hey, 

something is starting to happen, I wanted to say�  My heart 
was too large� There wasn’t enough room for it to kick 
blood through me, to all the places it needed to be�

“My videos are going to be about dogs� Didn’t you hear 
me? Are you a fucking dog?”

“I don’t know�”
Lola, I tried to say� Look� The thought didn’t connect to 

action� She was suddenly too far away, the path between 
us beginning to bend�

“Let’s see�” Jesse lifted his phone� The flashlight aimed 
at Lola� Her pupils reflected a milky light� “Be a good dog� 
Roll over�”

Lola twisted in the air, then shook her head� Her mouth 
was pulling strangely in the corner� Smile-like�

“Hey,” I said, or maybe I didn’t� No one looked at me�
“I want treats� No treats, no tricks�”
She laughed, the sound too high and sharp—glass shat-

tering� I stretched my arm towards her� I needed to be 
near her, I needed her next to me� The ground wouldn’t 
stop trying to swallow me and my arm had curved, the 
hair sticking up, an iridescent and lovely blur all along the 
edge of me�

“I gave you treats already� Now be good� Bark for me�”
She thought it was a game until he stood up� He grabbed 

her arm� His hand was so large that his fingers overlapped 
her bicep� He squeezed� Her skin puffed between his fin-
gers like raw dough� 

“Bark,” Jesse said�
Lola’s mouth stretched� All of her teeth were showing, 

pink-smeared with lipstick� She tried to jerk out of Jesse’s 
grasp but he didn’t let go� “Stop,” she said, and then she 
said it again� “Jesse, seriously� Stop� Let me go� Jesse�”
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and hear the snap of it� Jesse’s eyes, the flickering vein 
in his neck, his knuckles flashing white� I imagined my 
hands as claws, as fists, my eyes as lasers� 

“I just want to have fun,” Lola said� “I just miss my cat� 
I want to have fun�”

“I’ll do it,” I said� Lola cut her eyes at me—a warning� 
“Bark,” Jesse said�
“I have to pee�”
“Me too,” I said� “We’ll do it after�”
Jesse relaxed his grip� He let go� Lola’s hand dropped 

and swayed as if it wasn’t a part of her� 
“Fine,” Jesse said� He kept the camera aimed towards 

us� 
Lola and I walked away from the car� She took my hand� 

Her fingers were cold�
When there were enough yards between us, her hand 

pulled at mine and we ran� Jesse shouted after us but we 
didn’t stop until we crested the top of a hill� We looked 
down at the shadow of him� I thought he would chase us 
but he stayed by the car and the light there, shouting� Lola 
tipped back her head and to the stars she yipped, barking 
awful and high and loud� After he gave up and drove away 
we would realize we were stranded, lost, but now we ran� 
Colors streamed from our fingertips� We laughed and ran 
and stretched our throats to the sky� We howled� We were 
wolves, wild things� I wanted to run forever� Our need, all 
that we wanted—you can’t imagine� 

The strain of his grip flexed the veins in his forearm� 
Lola’s fingers dangled limp and bloodless� A line flickered 
between her pale, pale eyebrows� I watched it for too long, 
staring� Her eyes darted around until they found me�

“Come on� We’re just fucking around� Just do it� Be a 
good dog�”

Her fingers were swelling, plum-flushed� Lola tried to 
move again and made a sound deep in her throat, a sound 
she didn’t want to make� She hated to cry� Even when we 
were alone she turned her face away, and I let her, petting 
her hair while she buried her face against the wall� After 
Marmalade’s funeral I stroked her back while she tore her 
fingernails bloody with her teeth and made sounds I pre-
tended not to hear, would never admit the relief in hear-
ing�

“Jesse, come on,” Robert said� I’d forgotten about him, 
unmoving from inside the car� This is all he would do—say 
something so later he could think himself the hero for try-
ing�

Jesse lifted Lola’s arm at an angle� I found myself mov-
ing across the sucking ground� My fingers light on his 
wrist� “Jesse, please� Please�”

What I had to give away with that please� It was every-
thing�

Jesse held his phone in his free hand� He aimed it at us 
and I wondered how we looked on screen—small against 
the blackness behind� Nothing anywhere� Just us, the two 
of us, looking back� 

“Bark,” Jesse said, and he lifted again and Lola inhaled 
and I knew he would break her arm� I would have to watch 
him break her arm� I would stand here, hands out, 
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FA B R I C E  P O U S S I N

Learning

A L A N  F E L D M A N

April Snowfall

I think it’s because it’s snowing—because
all around the house something beautiful is happening
silently, outside every window—that the world
feels graceful, even numinous� That’s why we live here,
I think, where the world can contract to an intimate
stage set, a lacework of branches and snow

and falling flakes, that suggests a temporary beauty
so friendly to us, since we are temporary� It won’t be
here tomorrow, and neither will we, we think,
and so its beauty is more flowerlike, as though the branches
are all laden with white blossoms, a snowfall
that is like a single song, fairly brief, surprising us

into tears� Before we were writing and painting, but now
it’s snowing, and my wife is crying� Startling
how this patient silence shocks us into thinking
of transience� Not just the dead� But the living,
the frost gathering on their hair or beards� My wife
has been singing in her studio� She laughs about it

as she washes her brushes, her eyes reddened
and puffy� Some song her father used to play,
meant only to catch in people’s ears and charm,

has become her prayer� Is she thinking of me,
here for a moment, like the snow? It’s unfair to her
that the world is made to pass away, unlike a painting

made to archival standards� Here she puts the trees,
here the snow, that will not melt� Outside
the birds are silent, dumbstruck by the sudden change�

Fabrice Poussin, “Learning” 
2019
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B R I T TA N Y  M I S H R A

Portrait in Gray

You have old eyes, your past 

life framed black and white

packed away on tintypes,

but you’ve since colored yourself,

swung into the lake with full clothes,

seeped in its indigo blue�

You collect trout scales

to adorn your skin with rainbows,

and hide your memories 

under the sturgeon’s fin�

Fish gather as many lives as you do

dwelling at the bottom of the lake, 

muscular and lean, they churn

futures into the red-brown deep

and you find in the water that time 

is never the enemy, it is the quiet

pressure urging you to grow gills

and breathe�
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A L E X  L U F T

Terra Nulliparous

The longer we stayed in Sydney, the more we wanted to 
have a child� 

We were becoming solitary, nocturnal creatures that 
year� We woke early, around 4:30 a�m�, so Abby could 
phone her coworkers back in Chicago� We spent our first 
hours in darkness� I would put a kettle on while my wife 
hoped our flimsy internet connection would hold� In June 
2017 we’d moved into a tiny studio in the ritzy waterfront 
neighborhood of Kirribilli� We slept during odd hours, in 
a rented bed fitted between the couch and the patio door� 
The place was small enough I could reach into the refrig-
erator from anywhere inside the apartment, even the bath-
room� We were alone on the far side of the world, Abby 
and I, but always within arm’s length of one another�

On those mornings I would watch through the patio 
doors as a truck dropped dairy crates unguarded outside 
the shops of Kirribilli� Too early for milk thieves� I would 
change into a pair of shorts and Nikes and head out, mind-
ing the slick steps at the front of our building� I am a grace-
less runner, and so I was happy to get out before my lean 
Australian neighbors would see� I would lumber a quarter-
mile to the stairs under the Sydney Harbour Bridge, where 

I’d huff my way upward�  
The bridge path is just under a mile long, and if I timed 

it right, I would arrive on the southern side just as the sun 
began to rise� I often paused there, to catch my breath or 
pull at a cranky calf, but mostly to look out over the thick-
forested headlands and the early ferries cutting through 
the harbor� I watched the first daylight splash up the walls 
of the Sydney Opera House and among downtown sky-
scrapers� On the days when no other joggers joined me, I 
felt so alone and so small, even while standing in the coun-
try’s most populous city� 

So maybe it was loneliness, or maybe it was the fact 
that Abby and I were usually within sight of that rented 
bed, but we thought daily about starting a family� We’d 
been married nearly five years, and we’d considered kids 
before� We were sidling up to our thirties� Abby had once 
told me her greatest fear about marrying me wasn’t any 
of my myriad imperfections but instead the chance of in-
fertility� Especially if it were hers� We knew people who’d 
struggled for years, through treatments and onerous adop-
tions� It was the kind of thing that could break a marriage� 

To dispel the cramp in our Kirribilli studio, I would 
pull the patio door open as soon as the sun came up� In 
the dawn we listened to currawong calls and kookaburra 
laughs� The city woke around us� From inside our little 
place we could see flocks of children, schoolies, float by in 
ties and skirts and hats styled for a bygone century� And 
then it was less lonely�

Beauty, sometimes Bewdy, expresses approval� The neu-
ral tube is an invaluable cluster of cells that will one day 
become a baby’s brain, spinal cord and backbone� For the 
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people living in Sydney Park long before it was Sydney 
Park, a cormorant visiting the wetlands would have been 
called a guwali� The proper greeting is how ya goin’? 

For the first time in my life, I began seriously to think 
about leaving America, if we got the chance to do so per-
manently� If my grandfather left his home country in 
search of a better life, I told Abby, why wouldn’t I do the 
same? To us, Australia seemed – for a certain set of mid-
dle-class white people – a country that made good on its 
promise to give every citizen a fair go: nationalized health-
care, standard maternity leaves, four weeks of guaranteed 
annual holiday� It was easy for Abby and I to imagine our 
kids with Aussie accents, doffing their own school-uni-
form hats and swimming freestyle in their school’s water 
carnival� 

Our optimism, of course, was based on a painfully in-
complete vision of the country� Aussies sometimes bristle 
at the cartoonish Australiana perpetuated by Paul Ho-
gan and Steve Irwin and those daggy Outback commer-
cials� Kangaroos, sharks, sun-bleached Hemsworths� Our 
friends back home asked after our encounters with croco-
diles and deadly snakes (none happened) and the giant 
spiders (those did)� But like any other place on earth, Aus-
tralia is complicated and contested� These glosses obscure 
the country beneath�

On the lawn of Old Parliament House, in the capital 
city of Canberra, dozens of people live at the Aboriginal 
Tent Embassy� It is a semi-permanent camp of tents, mo-
bile homes and RVs, established in 1972 as an ongoing 
demonstration urging government to return land to its in-
digenous owners� Signs and slogans abound� White Invad-

ers You Are Living on Stolen Land� Heritage Under Attack� 
Sovereignty� The protestors’ demands have gone unmet for 
nearly fifty years, but still Aboriginal activists live there, 
at a site of political struggle� 

Abby and I were there, once, at the edge of the Embas-
sy� Another stop on our tour of the capital� Between tents 
and canopies, people sat in circled lawn chairs, talking� A 
man in a blue-checked shirt knocked on the door to his 
neighbor’s RV� It was midafternoon and quiet� Aboriginal 
flags hung limp on poles� The check-shirted man was fi-
nally admitted through the door� Nothing happened� Abby 
and I walked slowly and avoided staring�

A white Australian man and his two sons trailed us, tak-
ing pictures� We were voyeurs gawking at homes and lives, 
but the publicness of the Embassy is the entire point� Exis-
tence alone can be protest� The man behind us said noth-
ing to his sons� Maybe he figured children make their own 
explanations�

Aussie kids enjoy lollies, of which milk bottles and snakes 
taste best� Intrauterine growth restriction, or IUGR, oc-
curs when a baby fails to adequately grow in the womb� A 
dream is a nangami in the original language of Sydney� 

That year, we walked� We didn’t have a car, but we saw 
the region in a way that driving would have denied us� 
Abby and I would take after-dinner strolls along Lavender 
Bay and at least once a week, we’d set out for a longer hike, 
maybe as far as the Blue Mountains or as close as the Royal 
National Park� 

Walking allowed me to explore, and it also reassured 
me of my body, in a way that is, I suppose, a privilege of 
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being nondisabled� I enjoyed a sense I was made to walk, 
inherited from an ancestry of humans traversing incalcu-
lable miles� All I needed to do was ask my body to move 
me, and it would� 

In that way, walking seemed like the opposite of our 
first attempts at pregnancy� About eight months into our 
Australian year, Abby was due to have her IUD removed, 
and so we started planning seriously� We knew we’d be 
returning to Chicago after a year, and Abby imagined step-
ping off the return flight with a growing belly� 

Abby is a planner, a detail enthusiast, a master of spread-
sheets� For her, pregnancy was a data project� Tempera-
tures were measured� Calendars were drawn up with cy-
cles, potential due dates and prospective maternity leaves� 
Planning, I knew, was a labor that women are expected to 
take up, even while I, the grinning husband, only had to 
supply the sperm� 

But our approaches were as much about our personali-
ties as our genders� Abby believes the world can be con-
quered or made better by the application of skill and intel-
lect� Life can be managed, she figured, and so starting a 
life was no different� I, on the other hand, preferred fatal-
ism� It would just happen for us, I insisted� Abby’s body 
contained the reproductive structures, and we only had to 
ask them to move us along� Fertility was no different from 
walking� 

One breezy morning we set out on the path that leads 
from Taronga Zoo to Balmoral Beach� The route wend-
ed along six kilometers of picturesque heads and lonely 
beaches, where water dragons sun on rock outcroppings 
or dart through the bush� While we walked, we talked 
about reproductive mechanics, especially how little we’d 

learned in school� Now we could calculate viability and 
list implantation signs� Abby was set to ovulate in the next 
week�

“I don’t understand why it has to be so complicated,” 
I said� We had just passed a massive web spun by a clut-
ter of golden silk orb-weavers, one of the country’s least 
lethal spiders� “Most people probably just let nature take 
its course�” 

“That’s the story that gets passed along�” Abby walked 
in front of me, checking the trail against a map we’d down-
loaded that morning� “After the kids grow up and you for-
get all about what it was really like�”

We stopped at a split-off to make sure we were head-
ed the right direction� The final section of the hike runs 
along Bungaree’s Walkway, named for the first Australian-
born man recorded in print� A member of the Kurringai 
people, Bungaree’s diplomatic skills so impressed explorer 
Matthew Flinders that the Englishman took him aboard 
to greet native people they encountered� Sometimes they 
let indigenous people believe the white sailors worked for 
Bungaree and not the other way around� 

Bungaree’s Walkway took us past a naval facility from 
which we could see our destination below� Unlike the 
tourists’ Manly and Bondi, Balmoral is a neighborhood 
beach – at that time of day, it was trafficked mostly by 
locals chucking a sickie from work� Because Balmoral is 
sheltered in the harbor, its waters are calm enough for a 
relaxing swim� We descended the hill along a boardwalk 
weaving through teeming bushland, the promise of a dip 
in the saltwater not far off�

“So, we’ll try this month,” Abby said behind me, her 
steps clopping on the boards� “And if it doesn’t work this 
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this acknowledgement at the start of any public event – a 
footy match at the Sydney Cricket Ground, an academic 
conference, or a museum tour� 

Neither the welcome nor acknowledgement are univer-
sally embraced� For one, it’s difficult to reconcile the Eu-
rocentric language of ownership with the more nuanced 
relation that many Aboriginal people hold with the land 
and water� Some versions of the acknowledgement refer 
to the first Australians as custodians, but one can see how 
this language, too is flawed, as if the caretaking relation-
ship between country and people is one-way, rather than 
mutual� But perhaps most trenchantly, the acknowledge-
ment and the welcome are symbolic acts without any 
meaningful justice attached� Acknowledgement does not 
entail legal ownership or economic value� These are im-
perfect symbols in an imperfect nation�

A few months into my time at Macquarie University, I 
was set to give a guest lecture, and I’d seen a few classes 
open with an acknowledgement of country� There had al-
ready been a formal version at the opening of the term, 
and so it wasn’t necessarily expected for every week’s 
presenter to give one� I debated whether I should� On the 
one hand, it seemed important for a people in positions of 
power (even relatively little power, like mine as a gradu-
ate student) to signal solidarity with the practice� On the 
other hand, I didn’t understand all the dimensions of the 
act, and worried I would be engaging in sheer tokenism� 
Even now, writing this, I worry the attempt that speaking 
about Aboriginal people entails speaking for, and it would 
be better I find some white American male silence� 

It would have been easy enough to find a standard 
script online to recognize the Wattamattagal clan of the 

month, we can try the next�”
“It will work this month,” I told her� 
“How do you know?”
 

In Australia, to root is to fornicate and should not be used 
in reference to the footy club for which one barracks� In 
the Gadigal language, putuwa means to warm one’s hands 
by the fire while gently squeezing a companion’s fingers� 
If all goes, well the zona pellucida will degenerate five 
days after fertilization� To be flat out is to be exhausted� 

Australia is a new nation built on old country� Aborigi-
nal people have lived there in continuous cultures for 
more than 50,000 years, and for them, the white invasion 
led by Captain Cook is a short but still-unclosed chapter 
in a longer history� Many white Aussies are proud to claim 
their ancestors among the 160,000 convicts shipped to the 
continent until 1868, but they are sometimes less apt to 
acknowledge decades in which churches and governments 
forcibly moved children from Aboriginal communities 
into white homes� It wasn’t until 2008 that the Prime Min-
ister Kevin Rudd acknowledged the Stolen Generations 
and the fractured families left behind�

The same year as Rudd’s “Apology,” Parliament adopted 
a welcome to country for its official opening� In a welcome 
to country ritual, an elder of the local language group will 
speak and might perform music, dancing or smoke rituals� 
In New South Wales, where Sydney is located, a welcome 
to country is required for all state-run events� Where a lo-
cal elder isn’t present, speakers substitute an acknowledge-
ment of country, in which they pay their respects to the 
site’s traditional owners past and present� I came to expect 
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Darug Nation, but I forewent the acknowledgement that 
day� I was, I told myself, no child of Australia� Theirs was 
not my history to undo�

Putting in the hard yards means you’re doing difficult 
work� From the word government, gubba is Aboriginal 
slang for whites� Teratogens are the things that can delay, 
deform or disrupt a human in utero� Everyone likes to 
say no worries� 

I arrived home from teaching one night, after having 
jogged down the steps of the Milford’s Point train station 
and past sidewalk diners at the Fitzroy Street restaurants� 
Teaching always left me enervated, but I always hurried 
home, anything to return to the private little world of the 
studio apartment� Abby had set out a salad for dinner and 
was watching Who Do You Think You Are?, a program in 
which Australians trace their ancestries through historical 
records, inevitably finding family trauma interlaced with 
wreckage� She kissed me hello and paused the show long 
enough for me to grouse about my students and a two-
minute delay on the train�  

I sloughed my satchel into the corner opposite the bed, 
where I kept my books stacked haphazardly on a pair of 
end tables� A little brown bag sat atop the books� I looked 
at Abby, who smiled and waited� Inside the bag was a tiny 
T-shirt, a smiling bear imprinted on it� And with it, a post-
card, in Abby’s handwriting: “You were right� You usually 
are�”

She gave me the details of a positive pregnancy test� 
She’d already taken a follow-up, just to make sure� It had 
taken all her self-control, she admitted, not to tell me ear-

lier, but she didn’t want to get my hopes up for no reason� 
We spent the rest of the night talking and planning: 

when the baby would come, how we would arrange pre-
natal care in Sydney, whether we should immediately rule 
out all names starting with A (alliterative families being 
one of my chief phobias)� I told Abby I hoped the kid 
would somehow adopt an accent in utero� 

A woman doesn’t get pregnant in Sydney; she falls preg-
nant� Primip is shorthand for primipara, a woman during 
her first pregnancy� It can also refer to a woman with 
just one child� A multip is a woman who has given birth 
more than once� A woman who has given birth once but 
is pregnant with her second is also a primip, not yet a 
multip� It would be reductive to think of mob, which often 
refers to a tribal group or extended network, as inter-
changeable for family among Aboriginal Australians�

In the early 1970s, Eddie Mabo worked as a gardener at 
James Cook University� He’d been born on Murray Island, 
situated in the Torres Strait, before moving to Townsville, 
which had once been known as the Thuringowa area� The 
popular version of Mabo’s story is this: a couple of his-
tory professors were eating lunch when Mabo—known to 
friends as Koiki—stopped for a chat� They started talking 
about his ancestral home, the island that he would have 
called Mer� It was a lush place with a volcanic center� It 
was home to eight tribes, including Mabo’s ancestors� He 
often thought about returning to his land there, he told the 
historians�

His land? They had to break it to him� The island didn’t 
belong to him� It belonged to the Crown� It had been dis-
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covered by the British�
No, Mabo insisted� His people had a system of inheri-

tance that had lasted more than 2,000 years before whites 
arrived� He was a rightful heir� 

But when the settlers had come, they didn’t or couldn’t 
see the people living on the island—couldn’t see them as 
people, as legitimate owners� Like the Australian main-
land, Mabo’s friends might have told him, the island was 
claimed under the colonial legal principle of terra nullius, 
or nobody’s land� International law stipulated that if ter-
ritory wasn’t populated (or, perhaps, insufficiently used 
or built upon), the colonizing power could freely claim it� 
And thus terra nullius was deployed in legalizing invasion 
and genocide by denying that such things could have even 
taken place� 

In the 1970s, Mabo and other Aboriginal activists 
brought lawsuits against the Australian government, chal-
lenging ownership based on the misapplication of terra 
nullius� White Australians were asked to acknowledge 
their land had, generations ago, relied on their ancestors 
pretending Aboriginal and islander communities hadn’t 
existed� In some cases, these claimants denied the same 
indigenous people that had helped settlers survive in the 
rugged bushland� 

Mabo and four of his Mer-born compatriots hoped to 
legally establish their ownership of Murray Island, arguing 
against the legitimacy of terra nullius� For ten years, their 
case was heard before the Queensland Supreme Court and 
the High Court of Australia� Mabo’s was a test case for the 
nation’s so-called “history wars,” a litany of public debates 
about whether Australia was built on a relatively peaceful 
collaboration between colonizers and indigenous commu-

nities, or whether the Australian story was actually one of 
dispossession and exploitation� 

Mabo died in 1992, five months before the court ruled 
to overturn all terra nullius claims� The next year, Parlia-
ment passed the Native Title Act to formally acknowledge 
indigenous land claims, allowing some latitude for Ab-
original and Torres Strait Islander communities to decide 
how to use their ancestral grounds and waters� About 15 
percent of Australian land is now recognized as belonging 
to its traditional owners, typically managed through more 
than 600 Land Use Agreements, under which control is 
still a matter of negotiation with the Australian govern-
ment� 

Three years after Mabo’s death, following a celebration 
of the court case that would come to bear his name, van-
dals spray-painted swastikas and slurs on his tombstone� 
They stole a bronze stature erected in Mabo’s likeness – 
another desperate attempt to deny his existence�

For contemporary Aboriginal people, the word deadly 
connotes excellence� Gravida, from the Latin word mean-
ing “heavy,” refers to pregnancies no matter the outcome� 
Young Australians, especially, use the shorter devo to 
mean “devastated�” Nulliparous refers to a woman who 
has never given birth, gravida notwithstanding� 

I never saw it – the blood� I don’t know whether it trick-
led or clotted or just flowed� I didn’t ask� I remember Abby 
walking through the door of the bathroom, only a few feet 
from the couch where I sat� I wanted to see, maybe� I want-
ed to go and gaze into the water and see what was there or 
not there, but it had already been flushed away� Maybe if 
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I had seen it I would be able to say, to think, what it was�
We did what anyone of our generation does� We took to 

the internet, first to deny the worst, then to deconstruct it� 
Medical knowledge about early pregnancy is incomplete, 
largely because it is impossible to observe some of the ini-
tial germination� Pregnancy is something of a black box; 
we know what goes in and what comes out� It is nearly 
impossible to say, in any individual case, exactly what mix 
of chemical or organic arrangement was inhospitable for 
life to develop� 

If Abby and I hadn’t watched so closely for that first 
pregnancy, we might have never known it was there� It 
might have passed without us thinking twice� Surely this 
happens to countless women, countless times� 

In any case, ours seemed – not just then, but soon after 
– such a minor tragedy� It wasn’t a pregnancy we’d ago-
nized over for months, and it wasn’t the loss of a child� We 
hadn’t struggled, or seen fertility doctors, or undergone 
treatments� Less than a footnote to a footnote’s footnote 
in the history of human tragedy� Barely enough for an es-
say, even�

And yet, in the days after I scrambled for explanation� I 
resorted to – maybe I romanticized – a roughly translated 
version of Aboriginal epistemology, one that posits a non-
hierarchical structure for the world� In this line of think-
ing, there are complex natural systems, but even humans 
must perform their role the same way sea kelp or a wom-
bat or even a rock might� People don’t own the earth but 
in some sense are the land and water and animals� There 
is no great difference between people and not-people be-
cause all things flow into one another�

And so, I wanted to believe, whatever had been there 

– bundle of cells or protein-formations or insignificant 
biological matter – it had been there, person or not� That 
might be enough to mourn, if only I could know for sure� 

If you’re far from buildings and power lines and streets, 
you’re in the woop-woop� As many as 75 percent of mis-
carriages can be attributed to chemical pregnancy, which 
medical providers describe as a random occurrence, dur-
ing which chromosomal abnormalities prevent full im-
plantation� Wellama means to return or come back�

There once was a place called Yerroulbine, but by the 
time we stepped foot on the notch of bushland jutting 
southward into Sydney Harbour, it was Ball’s Head Re-
serve� Abby and I had ridden the train northward to Wa-
verton station on a Sunday afternoon, with snacks and 
bottled water bouncing in my pack as we trekked through 
a middle-class neighborhood of federation-style homes� 

At the north end of the reserve, we followed a path to a 
defunct coal loader, where a tunnel ran through the mas-
sive concrete structure� When we stood at one end, the 
rectangular hallway subverted our sense of scale� It looked 
like the other side might have been thirty feet away, or 
three yards, or maybe a third of a mile� The sun, bright as 
it was outside, could not penetrate the middle stretches� 
Water dripped and pooled� For almost a hundred years 
this had been the site of frenzied industry, men stack-
ing and pulling and carting coal� Before that, it had been 
pristine bushland in the Wollstonecraft Estate, and before 
that, home to the Cammeraygal people� Now it lay quiet� 
We walked through�

In the middle of the tunnel, in its darkest spot, rock sur-
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rounded us totally� Buried us� We stopped for a moment 
there� Abby didn’t say anything, and neither did I� I looked 
back the way we came� It might have been farther away 
than the other side� I couldn’t say� We kept on�

We walked past organic gardens and the Coal Loader 
Centre for Sustainability, built recently in an effort to 
undo the environmental damage of the previous century� 
Past that, gum trees gave shelter to flying foxes, some of 
the megabats we often saw circling overhead in the Syd-
ney twilight� The trails at Ball’s Head also led us past caves 
Sydneysiders had made into homes during the Great De-
pression� The squatters carved out shelves and bunks and 
rooms, so they might sit cross-legged around a fire, look-
ing out over the slow roll of the harbor� The paths led, too, 
past sites of Aboriginal art, burial spots and middens� Loss 
and renewal in an indelible cross-hatch through the earth�

At the tip of Ball’s Head, just off the path, we scram-
bled down the rocks to a cliff-face high enough from the 
waves the spray couldn’t touch us� We were supposed to 
talk about going home� I was due to book our return flight 
to the states, where we faced the discomfiting prospect of 
resuming the life we’d had before� We would have some 
hard choices about which things to pack into our luggage 
and which to leave behind� 

I opened the backpack and pulled out our water bottles 
and a couple of apples� The rock was damp beneath us, but 
the place was sunny and quiet and unforgivably beautiful� 
The city rose sparkling on the south side of the harbor, 
ferries and party boats punctuating the waves between us 
and downtown� 

We could find another apartment back in Chicago, we 
figured, and buy new furniture� I told Abby I was luke-

warm about the prospects of returning to my doctoral 
program� We didn’t talk about trying again� Not yet�

“Should we tell people?”
“People never talk about it,” Abby said� “Especially 

when it happens so early� I don’t even know what to say�”
“Should we use the m-word?”
She shook her head, sipped at her water bottle� “No� 

That’s not right�”
It wasn’t, of course� A miscarriage requires a fetus, and 

our – whatever it was – didn’t make it that far� What you 
call a thing matters� The language calls it into being� We 
could call it a loss, maybe, and let people understand what 
that meant� 

We didn’t know then that it wouldn’t be our first loss, 
or that, after we’d become disillusioned and decided to 
take a break for a while, the losses would stop�

We had seen a dozen other hikers around Ball’s Head 
that day, but on the rock overlooking the water, we felt 
alone� The city could be like that� 

The air off Sydney Harbour is salty and thin and car-
ries music, the calls of cockatoos and waves against the 
rocks of Barangaroo� A city of gleaming towers and dim-
sum houses and pie shops and beachfront cafes throbbed 
along the edge of the water, and still the magic loneliness 
of the place was undeniable� It was possible to feel totally 
at the cusp of life, isolated enough to touch the boundar-
ies of everything� To think about everything that had been 
there and everything yet to come�

“I threw away the card,” I told Abby, “the one you gave 
me that night�”

She nodded� “You weren’t wrong� You just didn’t know�”
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Z E B U L O N  H U S E T

In the dim garage I 
drunkenly pry again about 
the motivation behind his 
swastika tattoos

I passed a bottle of Jack Daniels with neighborhood kids

fifteen years after I’d left—on the coattails of turning 18—

kids I used to play freeze tag with at the bus stop

or who my mom used to watch for Day Care�

I’d missed their formative years, the slow slide of 

the neighborhood into an entropic suburban Sons of Anarchy 

parody where the heroin & brass knuckles left bruises 

& tracks & drew blood that looked pretty damn real�

I just remember playing hide & seek with these kids—

watching their LA Lights trail off through the side yard�

Ryan, that little hockey-obsessed runt was over 250 now

& eager to tell me about how during his last time inside

all he had to do was take off his shirt in the yard

& his tats did the talking� Multiple large swastikas�

I’d missed a significant span of his life� Sure, he was shoplifting 

cards by the time I’d left—a typical middleschool kid—

but I wasn’t holier than thou� He would always be

part bowl-haircut goalie stopping my slapshot tennis balls�

But somewhere he found a strange path, & though

there may have been more racism than I recognized at the time,

we were always more of a Workers of the World unite,

pull-your-own-weight, we’re-all-equal sort of zone

as far as I’d known� Even our Lutheran Church seemed,

to me— a blue-haired skate punk—more of a passive voice

that judged you to a point but then shrugged & moved on—

I think you may go to hell, but you do you I guess—

was the threat of hellfire filtered through Minnesota-Nice�

So I wanted to know why white supremacy� So I asked�

I was genuinely interested, but my much-nearer sober wife—

San Diego native, alien in the sub-zero weather but not to prejudice—

refereed from the sidelines, eyes wide because she imagined

a quick-to-violence party in Klantee, Santee’s fun nickname

all-too-familiar to her teenage years� But these were my people,

my lost sheep, I could lead them back into the fold of non-assholes�
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I was about that level of drunk� Apparently I was an idol there� 

I’d escaped—made it to the coast like a wagoneer, lived the skate-dream

which was interesting—I’d forgotten the dream hadn’t always 

included being rich enough to not work� We’d all worked�

It’s who we were� We were hardworking Scandinavian stock

solid in the cold, mittenless mostly but more pragmatic than proud�

We understood toil & we loved stories—each eager to add

our own tall tale to the bonfire� Ryan never really got my questions,

but also didn’t think I was fucking with him & break the bottle

over my head & gnash the smashed glass stem in my eye�

Really, I wasn’t fucking with him—I wanted him to have a drunken 

epiphanic moment & change his ways, because, I don’t know

it would be like my own little indie movie� Jessica & I held hands

as we walked in the twilight to the third garage or basement party

in the night of liquor-hopping my still-underage sister had networked,

ending with basement video games & more beer in the quiet backyard

of my older brother’s best friend’s house, not for that tie but

because my younger brother & sister were tight with his brother—

the suburban web so thickly interwoven you could string it

between two evergreen branches, lay supine & inhale the piney air�

We used to roam the streets on green maple leaf evenings

all night at miles range� We cut through yards, hopped fences,

we caught the tiniest toads you’ve ever seen at the library pond

behind Richard’s house, brother of my brother’s once-best man�

Outside, the uneven patio held puddles just at that perfect icing-over

where you could tap it & leave it intact or tap & snap it�

We breathed mist & listened to the sound of cold-resistant birds

already preempting the sun with their incessantly upbeat peeps�
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L O I S  M A R I E  H A R R O D

What’s Token

Black, of course� For light I left behind�
And the white librarian’s chary hello

because of my hand, my skin,
flat accent sliding south� This voucher—
 
as a paper poppy, a pink ribbon,
stands for unsuffered suffering�
 
The ice cubes melting in the arctic
for the coming hurricane, 

the lock on the bedroom door
which sometimes kept you out

and maybe the ragged kale left by the deer, 
the half tomato rejected by the slug� 

Certainly, last year’s book left in vacation’s lodge
and the little heart I wore around my neck

until the Penrose Trail, the watch
you gave me when the baby was born,

all we couldn’t afford, keepsake 
stolen� Children diminish

into forgotten toys—
ragged dolls and three-wheeled trucks—

and everything stands for something—
the t-shirt frayed at the neck, the sock 

thinning at the heel, the heel worn
down from so much walking�  

Some nights even the fading star seems
a coin for a life I could have lived

and again I am left anxious at the lavatory door,
the toll booth, the subway gate wondering

if what I have in my hand
will allow me to enter one more time�
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